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A: The FocuStat five-year project

The FocuStat project and work group are partly funded by the
Research Council of Norway, from Jan 2014 to Dec 2018. We are
one professor + two PostDocs + two PhDs + other associated
PhD and Master’s level students + links to yet other associated
colleagues and projects. Themes include and involve

φ building bridges between parametrics and nonparametrics;

φ combining diverse sources of information;

φ focused model building, selection, averaging;

φ confidence distributions;

φ Bayesian nonparametrics;

φ ‘doing things’, focused statistics with complex data.

Workshops 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018; annual ‘research kitchens’;
publishing papers + more (an edited book in 2018?); focus on
methodology, but also on real applications; other activities.

Stay tuned – web page, Facebook page, blog.
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Research kitchens – two-three-four colleagues come visiting for a
few days, just to foster talking and thinking (and perhaps paper
writing).

Autumn 2014: Ingrid VK and Ian McK, on empirical likelihood
(and cure models). Autumn 2015: Fabian Krüger, Monica Musio,
Thordis Thorarinsdottir, on minimum divergence and scoring rules.
Autumn 2016: Bayesian nonparametrics.
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B: A (very) brief 1.5 page history of FIC

Gerda and Nils visited Peter
Hall in Canberra for a few
months in 2000 and started
various projects.

One of these led (after a while)
to Frequentist Model Average
Estimators – understanding
post-selection and model
averaging distributions inside
O(1/

√
n) framework.

In the course of that project
(during a few days in Oslo,
2001) we understood that
those insights also could be
used to compare models via
performance of the ensuing
estimators, and invented FIC.
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We did have ‘the method’ (and the philosophy), and were writing
on the FIC-to-be paper, without yet having decided the X in XIC –
but landed on F (partly thanks to Tore Schweder, who likes ‘focus’,
focus parameters, focused inference).

We sent the FIC to JASA, thinking that the soon-to-be-finished
companion paper FMA should go to Annals – but then JASA liked
the FIC so much that they asked us to send the FMA too (once it
was finished). So we had the ‘Theory & Methods papers’ at JSM,
leading to JASA 2003a + 2003b + discussion + rejoinder (∃ still
good research themes inside discussion + rejoinder!).

Various later extensions and generalisations and applications (by an
increasing list of authors) – and to Model Selection and Model
Averaging (CUP, 2008).

FIC, AFIC, related ideas and methods, for new classes of models,
loss and risk functions ... and FIC related tools for other purposes
(see talks!).
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C: The Focused Information Criteria workshop

Check & use the workshop programme, also regarding the
practicalities (excursion and FICology Dinner Tue evening, etc.).

Some of the themes covered:

a. Variations on and extensions of FIC and AFIC, in the O(1/
√
n)

model neighbourhood framework, often related to

√
n(µ̂S − µtrue)→d ΛS = Λ0 + ωt(δ − GSD)

for the class of model-based estimators µ̂S . Here D ∼ Nq(δ,Q) is
independent of Λ0 ∼ N(0, τ20 ), and the limit mse is

mse(S) = τ20 + ωtGSQG
t
Sω + {ωt(I − GS)δ}2.

Since (ctD) has mean (ctδ)2 + ctQc , the squared bias is estimated
by

max
[
{ωt(I − GS)D}2 − ωt(I − GS)Q(I − GS)tω, 0

]
.

This (modulo details and practicalities) gives the FIC.
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This ‘classic FIC’ is valid broadly for comparing parametric models
– but with some limitations (candidate models between ‘narrow’
and ‘wide’, and basically O(1/

√
n) driven approximations). Bonus

point: nice ‘limit experiment’ with full control over performance
characteristics, comparisons, generalisations to model averaging
and bagging, other loss functions, etc.

b. Similar ideas apply more generally: as long as we can assess and
estimate

mse(S) = bias(µ̂S) + Var µ̂S ,

we have (or might construct) a FIC. Care needed: what is the
biggest model? – See e.g. Jullum’s and Gandy’s talks. Such FIC
constructions (when they work) are freed of the O(1/

√
n) and

nested-ness limitations (but other approximations are used).

c. Extending (and generalising and ornamenting) FIC for a
widening range of models and focus parameters (various talks
here).
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d. Higher dimensions – see talks of e.g. Claeskens, Hellton,
Pircalabelu.

e. Robustification – see e.g. Walker’s talk.

f. FIC tools used for fine-tuning of estimators (and other inference
methods) – see talks of e.g. Hellton and Hjort.

g. Post-selection inference (and post-averaging inference) – see
talks of e.g. Charkhi and Grünwald.

h. Links to (so-called) machine learning – see talks of
e.g. Grünwald and van Ommen.

i. Extending and modifying AIC-like selection criteria to more
complex setups – see talks by e.g. Grønneberg and van Ommen.

j. Serious applications (beyond ‘good illustrations’), in complex
contexts of substantive sciences – see talks of Hegre and Walløe.
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D: Some FIC themes not directly covered

a. Other loss and risk functions. Sometimes mean squared error is
not fully appropriate (see also Østbye’s talk). See also Glad and
Hjort (Statistical Science, 2016). – FIC can be worked out for linex
loss (Gerda-Nils, Østbye) and for 0-1 loss: estimating

risk(S) = log(τ20 + ωtGSQG
t
Sω) +

{ωt(I − GS)δ}2

τ20 + ωtGSQG
t
Sω

.

b. More on implied testing: ‘reject M0 if M1 is selected’. Hjort and
Jullum (2016): Independence, in an r × s categorical data table, is
better than dependence, precisely when

X =
∑
i ,j

(Ni ,j − Ei ,j)
2

Ni ,j
≤ 2(r − 1)(s − 1).

There is no ‘0.05’ and no null distribution.
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c. From model selection to model averaging to bagging: Need
more methods for and studies of post-selection inference and
post-averaging inference. This from Hjort (JASA, 2014), where
bagging is (largely) better than post-AIC:
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d. We’re hoping that FICS is a very good estimator of mseS – but
this remains a bit underexplored. There could be better
approximations for mseS and better estimators coming from such
(e.g. via 2nd order asymptotics).

e. Need better FIC (and better AIC?) for some well-used but tricky
models, like linear mixed model, y = Xβ + Zγ + ε. FIC schemes
related to β: not too hard (?). FIC schemes related to variance
components: more tricky. Similar: GLMM.

f. Need (still) more on performance (can we know from data that
FIC is better than AIC?), on comparisons of related competitors,
on post-selection and post-averaging inference (cf. the Quiet
Scandal of Statistics).
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E: FocuStat 2016, 2017, 2018, ...

FocuStat Workshop May 2017: Building Bridges, themes
connecting parametrics, semiparametrics, nonparametrics.
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FocuStat Conference 2018: could be a bit bigger than Workshops
2015, 2016, 2017 (and perhaps an edited book).
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